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The Political Background
In late February 1359, David II returned to Scotland from a month-long diplomatic mission to London which had cost him at least £666. 2 It is clear that his aim on this trip had been to revive the plan which, as Professor Duncan has shown, the second Bruce king of Scots had first proposed to Edward III between 1349 and 1352: namely, to secure his release from the English captivity which had resulted from his capture in battle at
Neville's Cross in 1346, not by paying a large ransom, but instead by recognising a younger son of the English king as his heir presumptive to the Scottish throne, in the event of his failure to sire a Bruce heir. promising to pay England a ransom of 100,000 merks (£66,666) over ten years (and even then only after the French king, John II, had also been captured by Edward III's forces at Poitiers in September 1356). 4 However, David still clearly viewed the younger-son plan as a gamble worth taking to avoid a crippling financial burden and, far more importantly, to help him reassert royal power at home over self- Yet it can be speculated that this grant was a dead letter within a matter of hours of its inception. Beginning on the same day -5 April -and continuing for the next few weeks, David seems to have been obliged to issue a number of further acts favouring the Steward, the earl of Douglas and their supporters. This was a pattern of behaviour which broke completely with David's usual partisan direction of patronage to his supporters and to the total exclusion of these great magnates. 11 In this context, it is possible that, angered by David's attempts on 5 April to once more alter the succession, admit Gaunt and seek peace with England, the Steward, Douglas and others quickly joined together to resist and intimidate the king, forcing him to change tack. monarchs, the pope and leading prelates, on which occasion the monarch or prelate would be named before the Scottish king. These, however, were an entirely different class of correspondance, and leave the letter of 10 May 1359 in a unique position. 23 In all other surviving royal documents addressed publicly the king's name begins the text (‗Dauid Dei gracia ...'). 24 The form of phrasing used in the May 1359 letter was quite normal, however, in documents made in the name of a noble, and equally when a noble was acting on the king's behalf. 25 It is therefore significant that the nearest parallel to this letter, in terms of language and intended purpose, is Robert Steward's letter as King's Lieutenant of 17 January 1357 appointing ambassadors to treat for the release of David II from England. 26 In fact, apart from the replacement of the Steward's name with the king's, the opening clauses of the 1357 letter are largely the same in terminology and meaning (‗Omnibus has litteras . . . . Nouerit vniversitas vestra quod . . .'), and it goes on to appoint ambassadors in a manner roughly comparable to the 1359 letter. As a result it seems probable that the scribe in 1359 had used the 1357 letter as a template. This, in turn, may support the notion of the Steward's predominance at the time the 1359 letter was made.
Second, the description of the seal as ‗sigillum nostrum autenticum' is almost without parallel in a royal document in David's reign. Autenticum is virtually unheard of as a term to describe the seal in royal documents, indeed it is very rare phrase in non-royal documents in the years around 1359. 27 It is, however, found in at least one other royal 29 This may also explain why the Steward is accorded such unusual prominence in the document, which is specifically permitted by his ‗consent and assent'. If, therefore, his officers had already entered the royal chancery before David's death, it may be no coincidence that a return to this phraseology was made at this time. In other words it might be suggested tentatively that the word ‗autenticum' was familiar to the scribe from previous work for the Steward, and that he was unaware of the different procedure of the royal chancery, or made an error resulting from habit. 30 The final peculiarity suggests some confusion in the drafting of the letter. To everyone who shall see or hear these letters, David by the grace of God king of Scots, eternal greeting in the lord. Know all of you that, since a certain alliance of friendship between the illustrious kings of France and our progenitor and our people was formerly made by them and ours and inviolably observed for a long time, we, desiring this to persist firmly in future times, give and grant by the present letters to our beloved and faithful confidential representatives Robert of Erskine, our kinsman, and John le Grant, knights, and Norman of Lesley, our esquire, the bearers of these letters, and any two of them, of whose circumspection and faithfulness we have full confidence, full, free and general power and special mandate for renewing [and] enlarging the said alliance for us, our prelates, nobles and the community of our said kingdom of Scotland, and of binding ourselves and the said prelates, nobles and the community of our kingdom, either by oaths 
